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Abstract 

This paper presents a finite deformation finite element model for the pseudoelastic response of shape memory alloys under stress 

loading-unloading conditions at constant temperature. A local multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into volumetric- 

elastic and isochori-inelastic components is assumed, where the inelastic component is associated with phase transformation and defines an 

additional intermediate configuration. Strain measure defined on the intermediate configuration is the Hencky strain. The constitutive 

equations are cast in the framework of generalized plasticity and the two-way phase transformation is modeled via a Kuhn-Tucker type 

transformation criteria for the rate-independent shape memory behavior. These equations are able to predict the stress-induced phase 

transformations during complete loading-unloading cycles, and can also predict the correct material behavior when incomplete 

transformations take place. The resulting nonlinear system of equations is solved for updated stress variables via the radial return algorithm 

embedded in the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme. Numerical results are presented to show the performance of the model. 

1. Introduction 

The growing global interest in smart structures technology has created a revival of interest in shape memory 
alloys (SMA). These materials are able to sustain and recover large strains without inducing irreversible plastic 
deformations. They can also remember a previous configuration and can return to it with a temperature change. 
These unusual material characteristics arise due to their distinctive crystalline transformations that take place 
with temperature and applied stress. A detailed exposition on the mechanical and thermo-mechanical response of 

SMAs can be found in [9,14,27,39] and references therein. In the last few years there have been several attempts 
to develop phenomenological models that are capable of representing the SMA macrobehavior [ l-3,1 1,18- 

20,24,26,35-38,401. A detailed account of the internal loops and nonequilibrium thermodynamics of pseudo- 
elasticity is presented in [ 12,171. Recent papers by Brinson [3-61 also present an internal variable approach to 
derive constitutive laws for one-dimensional behavior of SMAs and provide a comprehensive comparative 
analysis of the constitutive models developed by various researchers. 

Our objective in tlhis work is to model the pseudoelastic response of shape memory alloys that occurs under 
stress loading-unloalding conditions at constant temperature. We assume sufficiently high temperature so that the 
unloaded specimen is completely in the austenite phase. As evidenced in the literature [12,24] an iso-thermal 
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uniaxial deformation-controlled tensile test at temperature greater than the austenite finish temperature exhibits 
pseudoelastic behavior in the load-displacement diagram. The behavior is elastic because the specimen returns 
to the origin after unloading, but it is only pseudo-elastic because there is a hysteresis loop. Since hysteresis 

indicates energy dissipation or entropy production in the loading-unloading process, therefore from a 
thermodynamic view-point the process is irreversible. Furthermore, the specimen does not remain in equilibrium 
during the entire process, rather it runs through non-equilibrium states for a part of the process and these states 
correspond to martenistic phase transformations. These hysteresis loop contain meta-stable states [24] that loose 
their meta-stability on a line defining phase equilibrium, thus giving rise to internal loops. An increase in 

temperature causes a corresponding increase in yield and recovery loads. However, the relative difference 

between the values of these loads and the corresponding transformation strains remain constant [12,13,24]. 
A summary of the paper is as follows: starting with small deformations, we describe the basic assumptions in 

the continuous-in-time model in Section 2. We then talk about extension to finite strains in Section 3. We present 
constitutive equations to predict the stress-induced phase transformations during loading-unloading processes 

with internal loops corresponding to incomplete phase conversions. In Section 4, the constitutive equations are 

cast in the framework of generalized plasticity and the two-way phase transformation behavior is modeled via a 
Kuhn-Tucker type transformation criteria for the rate-independent shape memory behavior. Section 5 presents 

the proposed discrete-in-time model and discusses the use of return mapping scheme for the integration of the 
constitutive equations. The ensuing boundary value problem is presented in Section 6. We present numerical 
examples in Section 7 and some concluding remarks in Section 8. The algorithmic tangent consistent with the 

discrete model is presented in Appendix A. 

2. Basic assumptions in the continuous-in-time model 

We start our discussion within the realm of small deformations and assume an additive decomposition of the 

total strain E into elastic and inelastic components denoted by &e and E’, respectively. 

& = EC + Ei (1) 

The inelastic component is assumed to be induced by the possible phase transformations that the material may 
undergo. In order to keep the notations simple, dependency of the variables on time t is not stated explicitly. As 
usual, we further split 

a=s+pl 

E = e + + tr(e)l 

the stress u and strain E in the volumetric and deviatoric components 

(2) 

(3) 

where s is the deviatoric stress, e is the deviatoric strain and p = f tr(a) is the hydrostatic pressure. Using (1) 
we split both elastic and inelastic strains into volumetric and deviatoric components 

E = (e’ + e’) + f (tr(&) + tr(ei))l (4) 

The three basic assumptions under which we develop this model are: (a) the processes are iso-thermal, (b) the 
phase transformations depend only on the deviatoric part of the stress and affect only the deviatoric part of the 
strain, and (c) in the absence of phase transformations the material has a linear elastic behavior. Accordingly, 
tr(&) = 0 and the elastic relation can then be written as 

p = B tr(&) 

s = 2pe’ = 2p(e -e’) 

where B is the bulk modulus and /.L is the shear modulus. To be consistent 
adopted in the development of uniaxial models for SMAs [20,3], we rescale 

e’ = eAff 

(3 

(6) 

with the notation that is usually 
the inelastic contribution 

(7) 
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where e, is a material parameter related to the maximum residual strain ‘q’ through the relation eh =&. 

(The maximum residual strain &A can be measured experimentally). The evolutionary equation for (Y is assumed 

in the form 

ci! = ljn (8) 

where n = s//]s{/ is a unit vector in the stress direction. (In plasticity literature II is a unit vector normal to the 
yield surface.) q is a scalar internal variable that represents the martensite fraction. A super-posed dot indicates 
material time derivative. Due to the interpretation of q, we require that 0 d q G 1. q = 0 represents that the 

material is all austenite, and q = 1 represents that it is all martensite. 

3. Extension to finite strains 

Let Q, C Rnhd be the reference placement of a continuum body with particles labeled as X E Q,; nsd 3 2 
denotes the number of spatial dimensions. We refer pJ,(n) as the current placement of the body with points 

designated as x E 0,. The deformation gradient F is the Frechet derivative of the deformation q denoted as 
F,(X) = Dp(X, t) with J(X) = det[F,(X)] > 0 to ensure that the material volume element remains positive [22]. 
Motivated by the Imicro-mechanical description of single crystal metal plasticity, we assume a local 

multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient into elastic and inelastic components 

F = F’F’ (9) 

where the inelastic component F’ is associated with phase transformation and defines an additional or an 

intermediate configuration 0, as shown in Fig. 1 (see e.g. [33] or [21] for details). Here Fe- is viewed as a 
deformation measure that releases elastically the stresses on the neighborhood a(O(X)) in the current 
configuration [21, p. 4531. We refer the quantities in the reference configuration by upper case letters, in the 
intermediate configuration by upper case letters with superposed bars, and in the current or spatial configuration 
by lower case letters. 

For the reference configuration we introduce the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C = F TF. Using (9) 
we can write the ‘elastic’ right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor on the intermediate configuration as 

c’ = F”F’ 

= F,-TCF;Y 
(10) 

Hencky strain on the intermediate configuration can then be defined as 

(11) 

Fig. 1. Reference, intermediate and spatial configurations. 
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where c’ plays the role of the metric on fir (see e.g. [23], or [30, p. 1531). The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress 
tensor corresponding to the Hencky strain can be written in general terms as 

s = s(i log CQ (12) 

The Kirchhoff stress 7 is then obtained via push-forward of s with F’, i.e. 7 = F eSFeT. 

3.1. Kinetics of phase transformation 

We now describe the kinetics of phase transformations, i.e. the rules for the activation and evolution of the 
phase change. In shape memory alloys the phase transformation may include the conversion of austenite into a 
single- or multi-variant martensite and vice versa. Furthermore, conversion of multi-variant to single-variant 
martensite and reorientation of single-variant martensite are also possible. However, the present study discusses: 
(a) the conversion of austenite into single-variant martensite (A --+M) during a loading process; and (b) the 

conversion of single-variant martensite into austenite (M+A) during an unloading process. It has been shown 
experimentally that under uniaxial loading conditions, each phase transformation occurs within an appropriate 

range of stresses [13,24]. Indicating the uniaxial stress via u we have 

UM GUGU,. , , for 6 > 0 j A --+ M transformation (13) 
l 

u* =s ff =s a* for ci < 0 tiM+A transformation , \’ (14) 

where for a specified operating temperature T, uM 
l 

and uMf are the martensite start and finish stresses while UJ 

and u*, are the austenite start and finish stresses, respectively. Recalling that the transformations are assumed to‘ 
be functions of only the deviatoric part of stress, we may generalize the concept of uniaxial stress range using a 

J,-type norm where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric part of stress. In particular, we define the norm 
for the elastic stress as 

s = IlSll = Js : s 
and as conditions for the phase transformations we require 

(15) 

S&f, GSSS, , , for s’ > 0 3 A -+ M transformation 

S,,6SCS, ) for s’ < 0 
(16) 

+ M + A transformation \ 

The three-dimensional S-bounds are related to the uniaxial u-bounds through the relations S,,,, =a~~,, 

S,,, =m~,, S, =I’?%%, and S, =V?%J,,, where S, and S,,,, are the martensite start and finish 

deiiatoric stresses &hile S,, and S*, ard the austenite start and ‘finish deviatoric stresses, respectively. 

3.2. Phase transformation jlow rule 

Motivated by the constitutive theory governing phase transformation within small strains, a flow rule for 

inelastic strain, i.e. phase transformation strain, is proposed as 

Ij’(X, t) = GRAD V’(X, t) 

= grad u’(x, t)Fi 
- - 

= ie,N(S)F’ (17) 

where V’ and u1 are the inelastic material and spatial velocity fields, respectively, and the unit normal is defined 
as N(S) = S/llSll. Rate equation (17) can be written in an alternative form as 

FiFi-’ - - 
= ie,N(S) or 
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Integrating both sides of the above relation from t, to r,,+ , and representing the change in martensite fraction via 

y, where y = J,:+ I 4 dt (i.e. q,+ 1 = q,, + y), we have 

- - 
lnF:,+,Fk-’ = yeJV(S) 

Consequently 

F’ t1 + I = exp(ye,N(s))F:, (18) 

In the discretized Ilow rule, the inelastic flow direction A is assumed to be constant throughout the increment 

and equal to its final value N,,,, , [8]. Eqs. (9), (12) and (18) define a system of nonlinear equations which, for 

given F,,, , can be solved for the updated state variables s,,+ , , FI,, , and y. The parameter y is the increment in 

the martensite fraction q (y = Aq) and is obtained through a return mapping algorithm via satisfaction of the 
corresponding phase transformation criteria. 

REMARK. Since the phase transformation flow rule and the elastic response are expressed with respect to the 
intermediate configuration, the formulation automatically satisfies material frame indifference (see Simo [29,30], 
Lubliner [21, p. 455)]. 

3.3. Phase transformation yield functions 

Theoretical studies on transformation kinetics that are derived from the basic thermodynamic principles have 
been presented by various researchers [3,9,14]. In this work we develop the kinetic equations for phase 
transformation along the lines of an empirical cosine model of Liang and Rogers [19] which is also used by 
Brinson [3] for one-dimensional shape memory behavior. 

3.3. I. Austenite to martensite phase transformation 

Following Liang et al. [20], we assume a linear variation of the martensite fraction q from 0 to 1 within the 

stress range [S,,,, SM,] under loading conditions. Let PAM(q) s) represent the transformation yield function for 

austenite to martens:lte conversion. Accordingly, the following transformation equation is proposed: 

2s - + FA,(S, S) 1 -qp [ (%ff %f>) 1 1 +qp = q - 

2 
_- 

%, - s,v 2 
l 

(19) 

where q” is the maximum value obtained by the martensite fraction q during the previous (reverse) 
martensite-austenite transformation. 

3.3.2. Martensite to austenite phase transformation 

We again assume a linear variation of q from 1 to 0 within the stress range [SAf, S, ] under unloading conditions 

1201. Let SMA(q, s) represent the transformation yield function for martensite to austenite conversion. 
Accordingly, the following transformation function is proposed for the inverse transformation: 

&,Jq,S)=q -$ 
[ 

-2s + G/l, + $,I 

%,-SA, +l 1 (20) 

where qp in (20) is now the maximum value obtained by the martensite fraction during the previous 

austenite-martensite transformation. 

3.4. ModiJication oj’ stress ranges for internal loops 

In order to have a correct description of the material behavior when incomplete transformations take place 
that give rise to internal loops, we need to modify the range of transformation. For example, for the case of 
conversion of austenite into martensite in Fig. 2 we set the range within which the transformation occurs based 
on the value of martensite fraction during the previous transformation as 
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- 
e 

V A* V Al 

e 

Fig. 2. Stress ranges for complete and incomplete austenite to martensite phase transformations. 

Fig. 3. Stress ranges for complete and incomplete martensite to austenite phase transformations. 

V,,=qPS,,+(l-qP)&, 

v,,=4p~.~+u-dx.ff 

Similarly, for the conversion of martensite into austenite in Fig. 3 we set 

v,,=qPs,,+(l-8)&f, 

v,, = qpsA, + (1 - 4%,, 

4. The Kuhn-Tucker type conditions for two-way phase transformation 

(21) 

(22) 

Let the functions sA,,,(q, s) and PMA(q, L?) be the criteria for A +M and M +A phase transformations, 

respectively. In the rate independent constitutive relations for shape memory alloys, the requirement that 14 I< 03 
necessitates 9*(q, s) = 0 which implies that F X+ I = 0, where 

9*(q, S) = 
1 

gAM(q, s) for A 3 M transformation under loading, i.e. (s’ > 0) 

YM,(q, $) for M 4 A transformation under unloading, i.e. (S < 0) 
(23) 

It is important to note that we have two transformation surfaces in shape memory alloys. Consequently, we can 
define these surfaces as dB*(q, s) = {s E R ) 9*(q, s) = 0). The transformation criteria and the loading- 
unloading conditions can be expressed in Kuhn-Tucker type form as follows: 

l For Austenite to Martensite transformation, i.e. for S > 0 but S G S*, we require FAM( q, s) G 0 and 4 2 0. 
Here S* is equal to SM, or V’f for complete or incomplete transformation, respectively (see Fig. 2). 

l For Martensite to Austenite transformation, i.e. for S < 0 but S 2 S*, we similarly require that 
gh,A(q, S) 3 0 and 4 s 0. Here S* is equal to SA, or 5, for complete or incomplete transformation, 

respectively (see Fig. 3). 
Combining the above expressions, we have 

[9*(q,S)p-o* 4=0 and 14[>Oa~*(q,S)=O (24) 

These two conditions express the physical requirement that the stress must be admissible and that phase 
transformation in the sense of a non-zero martensite fraction rate 4 # 0 can take place only on the phase 
transformation surfaces d9*(q, s). These two equations yield the consistency condition for shape memory 
alloys expressed as 

9*( q, S)q: = 0 (25) 

For the case when the state lies on the phase transformation surface 
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[iI> only if 9*(q,S)=O (26) 

and set 

Iii=0 if 
1 

S,,&’ S) < 0 

&.‘&,Q>O 
(27) 

Combining (26) and (27) we have an additional condition 

S*(q, S)i = 0 (28) 

REMARK. EZq. (28) is the persistency condition, i.e. in order for 4 to be non-zero, the stress state s E 

aS*(q, S) must persist on 6’9*(q, s) so that @+(q, s) = 0. 

5. Radial return algorithm 

This section presents the discrete time counterpart for the above model with particular attention to an 
implementation within the radial algorithm. Let [0, T] C R be the time interval of interest with two typical time 

values t,, and t,+, , such that t,+, > t,. The incremental form of decomposed F presented in Eq. (9) can be 

expressed as 

F n+,=F:+lF;+, (29) 

The return mapping scheme used for the numerical integration of constitutive equations can be written as a 
two-step algorithm. 

5.1. Elastic predict01 

The right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor elastic predictor (i.e. step in which the phase transformation is 

frozen and a purely elastic deformation is assumed) can be obtained by substituting (18) with y = 0 in (29) and 

employing (10) as follows: 

(30) 

This is the large strain elastic predictor in the return mapping algorithm. We can write the Hencky strain ( 11) for 
the elastic trial state as 

- tr 
E = 1; log c:‘:, (Hencky),t+l A, 

The corresponding second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor defined on the intermediate configuration is 

- tr s n+, =s 
( 

;logC:‘:, 
> 

(31) 

(32) 

As mentioned earlier, we use a J,-type norm for the elastic trial state defined as Sr+ , = Ils;+,II =qa. 
At this stage it is checked if the state lies in the phase transformation range, i.e. 

C 

[SMS, SMJ for all s’ > 0 
Ifs;,, E 

[S,,: $,I for all s’ < 0 

then we have the solution at time t,,+,. We set c,,+, = c:‘:, and skip the second part of the algorithm. 

REMARK. The step :size or strain increment should be limited so that the state does not jump from A+M or 
M -_) A in one step. For all practical purposes this issue is automatically taken care of by the stability and 
accuracy requirements of the algorithm. 
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5.2. Inelastic corrector 

If the trial state lies in the phase transformation range, i.e. 

S, ss;+, CSMf for s’>O or S, Z=SE+, aSA, forS<O (33) 
l \ 

then a correction has to be performed, i.e. phase transformation condition has to be satisfied to find the solution 

at time t,,,. The parameter y is obtained by enforcing the satisfaction of the corresponding phase 

transformation model as presented in Section 3.3. The elastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor can now 
be written using (18) as follows: 

-e 
C n+l = exp(-ye,Af+,)CI’:, exp(- Ye,lJ r+, ) 

whereNn+, =.$z+, /IIs:+, 11. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress corresponding to the Hencky strain is obtained 

via recourse to the constitutive relation (12). Since the phase transformations occur within specific upper and 
lower bound, before updating the solution it is important to check that such a solution is still in the range of the 

phase transformation. 

REMARK. For both the transformations considered in this work, the parameter y is computed by solving only a 

scalar equation obtained via linearization of ( 19) or (20), accordingly. 

6. Boundary value problem 

In order to formulate a well-defined boundary-value problem, we need to consider the equilibrium equations 

and a set of suitable boundary conditions in addition to the constitutive relations. As mentioned in Section 3, 

0, C Rnsd is an open set with piecewise smooth boundary & at time to. We assume that & admits the following 

decomposition 

r,OUrhO=rO (35) 

r,onT,0=8 (36) 

where r,,, and CD are open sets in r, and represent the portions of boundary with prescribed essential and 

natural boundary conditions, respectively. 

6.1. Strong form of the problem 

The study of motion and deformation of a body is in fact the study of mappings R(X): 0, C Rnrd + R”$*. The 

space of admissible configurations is defined as 

Y = (40 : Q, -+ R”‘* 1 det[Dp] > 0 in 0 and ~1~~ = @} 

where + is assumed prescribed on the Dirichlet boundary. The formal statement of the strong form of the 
boundary-value problem is: Given B, the body force vector and a set of a boundary conditions, find the motion 
p(X) : 0, + Rnsd, such that 

DIV(P) + B = 0 in Q, (37) 

4p=@ On 40 (38) 

P*X=t on co (39) 

where P is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, t is the applied stress vector and X is the unit normal to the 
boundary (see e.g. [22]). 
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6.2. Weak form of the problem 

The space of admissible variations 

“y={qO: OO+~R”+&&=O} 

Y is defined as 

31 

(40) 

where q0 is an admissible virtual displacement field. The weak form of equilibrium equations can be obtained 

by taking the L2(Ln) inner product of the governing equation (37) with any vi E “Y and employing the 
divergence theorem. Let 2?(~, qO) : = 9’ X T -+ R denote the weak form of the equilibrium equation in the 

referential configurat:ion. 

ra(+Q9 %) = I R,~ P : GRAD[ qO] dQ, - 
I 

B . q, da,, - 
I t * rlo dT, (41) 

.n, % 

The formal statement of the corresponding weak form in the current configuration is: Find 9: E 9’ such that 

%(e((o,, 11) = 0 for all ‘r) E “Y 

%P rl) = R I, 
,r*(Vqo+@d&!- 

I B.(rl”q)da- I t*(q”Y1,)dr (42) 
0, % 

Consider a spatial discretization 0 = U :“, Oe of the reference configuration a0 C Rnad. The finite dimensional 

approximation Yh C Y is defined as 

Yh = {ph 1 qh E [C”(0)]“~“, phlne E [9k(6?‘)]“b” and ~~1~ = 4ph} (43) 

where 9”“(0’) denotles the space of complete polynomials of degree k 2 1 (see Hughes [15]), and c, = p,(c). 

The finite dimensional sub-space ‘Yh C “Y of variations associated with .Yh is then defined as 

Yh = {qh E Zr: qh E [C’(fi)]““, qhlne E [8k(0n’)]nbd and qhlq = 0) (44) 

The numerical solution of the weak form of nonlinear problems is accomplished via iterative schemes that are 

based on the solution of a sequence of linearized problems. We consider a process of incremental loading 

whereby the deformation mapping over a,, changes from q,,,, at time tn, to q, ,I+ I = q,,, + u, at time tn+, = t, + 
At. We enforce equilibrium at time tn+, weakly via the variational or weak form of the problem. The formal 
statement is: Find the motion qz+, E yh such that %(qi+,, qh) = 0 for all qh E yh 

+@:+,t rlh)= R ]T!+, (vrlho~pj:+,)-B,+;(rlho~Pf:+,)ld~- r, tf:+,*(rlhov:+,W I, I, (45) 

The corresponding incremental problem is obtained by linearizing the weak form about a sequence of 

configurations and c.an typically be written as 

= - %::,, rl) (46) 

Iteration is continued until the residual 2?(~::, , q) vanishes to within a prescribed tolerance. The convergence 
rate of an iterative scheme is essentially governed by the choice of tangent moduli c!L,. However, in the finite 
deformation range the calculation of consistent tangents is considerably more cumbersome. Following the 
general framework developed in [8,34], we extend the small strain consistent tangent to the finite deformation 
range, as presented :in Appendix A. 

REMARK. In a typical iteration i + 1 within a time step [t,, t,,+,], we obtain the variables (*)~~:’ from the 
converged values (*), from the previous time step. Since shape memory alloys have strong path dependence, use 
of this scheme precludes the fictitious numerical unloadings that may occur at some Gauss points if the variables 

(*) zzir’ are obtained from the values (*)zL, corresponding to the previous non-converged iteration. For a detailed 
account of these issues, see [33]. 
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7. Numerical examples 

The constitutive model presented above is implemented in a 3D finite element framework. We have used B 
approach to deal with the issues associated with incompressibility in the fully integrated 3D elements [28]. We 
first present comparisons with the published results in the literature [3]. Fig. 4 exhibits a complete hysteresis 
loop; the material is austenite prior to loading, transforms to martensite during loading and later completes the 

reverse transformation to austenite upon unloading. We obtain a good correlation with the cosine kinetic model 
of Brinson et al. [3]. (The material properties for this simulation correspond to the ones in [3].) 

Next, simulation is another complete pseudoelastic loading-unloading of the model at 60°C and a comparison 
is made with the cosine model in [5], which also compares well with the models presented by Pence and Tanaka 

(see [5] for a comparative analysis of these models). The material properties used here have been taken from [5]. 
We now present a qualitative comparison of the internal hysteresis loops with Tanaka’s cosine model which 

also compares well with Brinson’s model presented in [5]. The unloaded specimen is in complete austenite 

phase at 60°C. As seen in Fig. 6, the cosine models show a smooth and gradual transition of the internal variable 
from one branch to another while the linear model possesses some sharp turning points in the stress-strain 

space. 
To further test the constitutive model and the integration algorithm in the finite deformation range, a series of 

uniaxial simulations were performed under displacement control. These numerical simulations were organized as 

- Brinsonet. al. 1993 

- Linear model 

Fig. 4. Stress vs. strain response illustrating the pseudoelastic effect; unloading from q = 1 

700 700 

600 600 

G+ 
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%i 

% 
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200 

m 1 

- Brimon et. al. 1996 200 - Brinson et. al. 1996 

- 
100 Linear model 

- Linear model 
100 

0 0 
0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 

strain strain 
Fig. 5. Stress vs. strain response illustrating the pseudoelastic effect; unloading from q = I. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of linear and cosine models; unloading from q = l/3, q = 2/3 and q = 1. 
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Table 1 

Material properties used in the simulation 

Young’s modulus 

Poisson ratio 

Austenite start stress 

Austenite finish stress 

Martensite start stress 

Martensite finish stress 

Austenite slope 

Martensite slope 

Width of the hysteresis loop 

7500 MPa 

0.3 

70 MPa 

55 MPa 

75 MPa 

90 MPa 

1 MPalC” 

1 MPalC” 

0.06 

follows. In Table 1 the constants C’ and CM are material properties that represent the slopes of the stress versus 
temperatuie curves for austenite and martensite, respectively. (/) 

Test 1. Complete A -_j M and M + A transformations 

Fig. 7(a) presents the stress-strain plot at a typical integration point for complete phase transformations in 
either case. The specimen is loaded to a certain strain level and unloaded to zero stress in each loading cycle. As 
can be seen in Fig. 7(a), the stress state goes through a hysteresis loop but an unloading leaves no residual strain, 

a characteristic of the pseudoelastic behavior of shape memory materials. Fig. 7(b) presents the variation in the 
internal phase transformation parameter q as a function of stress at a typical integration point. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Stress vs. strain; (b) internal parameter vs. stress (complete A+M and complete M+ A transformations). 

Fig. 8. (a) Stress vs. strain; (b) internal parameter vs. stress (incomplete A + M but complete M + A transformations). 
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Test 2. Incomplete A + M but complete M + A transformations 

This test presents the numerical response during incomplete A -+ M but complete M + A transformation. The 
strain is increased gradually to various levels followed by unloading of the specimen to zero stress condition in 
each cycle. Fig. 8(a) presents the stress-strain plot of the internal loops within the hysteresis loop. As pointed 
out in Muller and Xu’s [24] experimental observations on the shape memory behavior of CuZnAl alloys, the 

hysteresis loop contains meta-stable states that loose their meta-stability on a line defining phase equilibrium, 
thus giving rise to internal loops. Fig. 8(b) shows the variation in the internal parameter 4 as a function of stress 

at a typical integration point. 

Test 3. Complete A +M but incomplete M + A transformations 

This is a test of complete A + M but incomplete A4 -+ A transformation. The specimen is unloaded to zero 

stress state only at the end of the final loading cycle. Fig. 9(a) presents the stress-strain plot with the internal 
loops representing the meta-stable states. The variation in q as a function of stress is presented in Fig. 9(b). 

Test 4. Incomplete A + M and incomplete M + A transformations 

The last numerical test simulates incomplete A + M and incomplete M + A transformation. A random strain 
loading is applied as a function of the time parameter. The specimen shows strong path dependence as 

presented in Fig. 10(a). A similar behavior depicted by the internal parameter q is shown in Fig. 10(b). 
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Fig. 9. (a) Stress vs. strain; (b) internal parameter vs. stress (complete A-+M but incomplete M+ A transformations). 

Fig. 10. (a) Stress vs. strain; (b) internal parameter vs. stress (incomplete A+M and incomplete M+ A transformations). 
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8. Conclusions 

We have presented a constitutive model and an integration algorithm for the simulation of the pseudoelastic 
response in shape memory alloys. Motivated by the elastic-inelastic deformation in semi-crystalline metals, we 
have adopted a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient F. The inelastic component of the deformation 
gradient is associated with an internal variable of martensite fraction 4 and defines an additional intermediate 

configuration. We have used logarithmic strains, thereby condensing the nonlinear effects of deformation into the 
definition of strain. Since the strains in shape memory alloys are on the order of 10% [3], the spatial tangent 
employed here is a first-order extension of the small consistent tangent to the finite deformation range. The 

rate-independent shape memory behavior is shown via a series of numerical simulations which show a 

qualitative response of the model. A fully coupled thermo-mechanical model will be presented in a subsequent 

paper. 
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Appendix A. Derivation of the discrete tangent tensor 

We linearize the elastic relation (6) between s and e as follows: 

ds = 2~ de - ‘2pe, dyn - 2pe,y dn (A.l) 

where n is a unit normal to the plane with dn = 1 /]]s(][Z - (n an)] ds = ti/]k]] ds. The fourth-order tensor ri is 
the orthogonal projection operator on the plane such that rin = 0 and riri = n^. Accordingly, Eq. (A.l) can be 
rewritten as 

[Z+ari]ds=2pde-2pe,dyn (A-2) 

where a = 2,ue, y/ 11,f11. The equation can be solved for d.r as follows: 

ds = ~Z.L[Z + EG] de - 2pe, dyn (A.3) 

where b = -a/( 1 -I- a). Linearization of the phase transformation equation yields a relation of the type 

dy = A[n : de]. Accordingly, the small strain algorithmic tangent tensor is 

D = B(1 @ 1) + 2,u( 1 - C)Zdev + 2,u(C - A)(n @n) (A.4) 

where C = 2pe,y/S” and A comes from the linearized limit equation for the specific material model. 
Following the derivation of the finite deformation spatial tangents presented in [8] we have the following 

expression: 

kijkl = ‘ijki - ‘kjAinkl - ‘niAjnkl + ‘ik?j 

where r is the Kirchhoff stress tensor. The various terms in (A.5) as defined in [S] are 

(A.5) 

64.6) 

;.¶ 
Ainkl = F;[F,,’ g F,, 

KD 

=Ff,F-‘E H L Bq IBRS RSMN MNKL (F;;F;; + F;;F;;) (A.7) 
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where D is the small-strain tangent defined in, (A.4). Fet’ may be thought of as an elastic predictor for F’, 
presented in component form as F$ = F;,(FI- )AJ. In component form 

L 
a(logfi)MN 

MNKL = aC;, (‘4.8) 

E 
aF;, a[exp(w,~)l,, 

IBRS = d(ye,N),, = WyeJQ,, 
(Ff, ).,s 

H 
Wed%, 

RSMN= =~sRMsSN+sRNsSM~- ck4BDABMN 

= & (s,,sS,) - &@LX'As,,) 

(A.9) 

(A. 10) 

(A.ll) 

where A and p in the last equation are the Lime’s constants. 

A.l. Derivation of L 

In the present implementation we have employed a first-order approximation for fi expressed as 

fi P 3 (c’ + I). Expanding as powers of CC we have 

log&$)g ++I) ( > =~(c’-z)-b(ce-z)2+... 
Retaining the first two terms in the series (A.12) we get 

a(i0g vi?),, a =- 
at?;, 8CKL 1 

+z),,-g l (C’ -I,:,} 

= f s,,s,, - ; <s,,c;, + s,,c’a,> 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 

A.2 Derivation of E 

Let (re,N(s)) = K. A first-order approximation for exp(K) can be expressed in series as powers of K 

1 1 
exp(K)~Z+K+~KZ+~K3+*.. (A.14) 

In component form exp(K,,) g a,, + K,, + &K,,K,, + &K,,K,,K,, + . . *. ‘Retaining up to the quadratic term 

we get 

a(exp K),, 
a&M 

= 4L4M + ; (4LK.w + KILefM) (A.15) 
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